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NEW QUESTION: 1
Match the monitoring tool to the correct task.
Which tool can learn the status of your IPS signature database?
(Select one)
A. Firebox System Manager - Authentication list
B. Firebox System Manager - Subscription services
C. FireBox System Manager - Blocked Sites list
D. Traffic Monitor
E. FireWatch
F. Log Server
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
To look up information about an IPS signature:
1. Open Firebox System Manager.
2. Select the Subscription Services tab.
3. In the Intrusion Prevention section, click Show.
Reference: Fireware Basics, Courseware: WatchGuard System
Manager 10, pages 15, 34, 59, 181

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
What is occurring in this network traffic?
A. flood of ACK packets coming from a single source IP to
multiple destination IPs
B. flood of SYN packets coming from a single source IP to a
single destination IP
C. high rate of SYN packets being sent from a single source IP
towards multiple destination IPs
D. high rate of SYN packets being sent from a multiple source
towards a single destination IP
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: C
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